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Abstract Grain size plays a key role in controlling the mechanical properties of the Earth’s mantle, affect-
ing both long-time-scale flow patterns and anelasticity on the time scales of seismic wave propagation.
However, dynamic models of Earth’s convecting mantle usually implement flow laws with constant grain
size, stress-independent viscosity, and a limited treatment of changes in mineral assemblage. We study
grain size evolution, its interplay with stress and strain rate in the convecting mantle, and its influence on
seismic velocities and attenuation. Our geodynamic models include the simultaneous and competing
effects of dynamic recrystallization resulting from dislocation creep, grain growth in multiphase assemb-
lages, and recrystallization at phase transitions. They show that grain size evolution drastically affects the
dynamics of mantle convection and the rheology of the mantle, leading to lateral viscosity variations of 6
orders of magnitude due to grain size alone, and controlling the shape of upwellings and downwellings.
Using laboratory-derived scaling relationships, we convert model output to seismologically observable
parameters (velocity and attenuation) facilitating comparison to Earth structure. Reproducing the funda-
mental features of the Earth’s attenuation profile requires reduced activation volume and relaxed shear
moduli in the lower mantle compared to the upper mantle, in agreement with geodynamic constraints.
Faster lower mantle grain growth yields best fit to seismic observations, consistent with our reexamination
of high-pressure grain growth parameters. We also show that ignoring grain size in interpretations of seis-
mic anomalies may underestimate the Earth’s true temperature variations.

1. Introduction

The evolution and spatial distribution of grain size are some of the most important but weakly constrained
characteristics controlling deformation in the Earth’s mantle. Grain size may play a major role for the convec-
tive regime of terrestrial planets [Rozel, 2012] and the onset of convective instabilities [Hall and Parmentier,
2003], the thermal evolution of the Earth [Solomatov, 2001; Rozel, 2012], plume morphology [Korenaga, 2005],
development of lattice preferred orientation and seismic anisotropy [Podolefsky et al., 2004; Becker et al., 2008;
Behn et al., 2009], the permeability structure and focusing of melt toward mid-ocean ridges [Turner et al.,
2015], as well as earthquake generation and shear-zone formation [Mont�esi and Hirth, 2003; Thielmann et al.,
2015]. Moreover, grain size affects not only long-time-scale geodynamics but also the propagation of seismic
waves. The relationships between intrinsic variables (e.g., pressure, P; temperature, T; and grain size, d) and
seismically observed parameters (seismic velocities, V; attenuation, Q21) are a topic of active research [Faul
and Jackson, 2005; Jackson and Faul, 2010; McCarthy et al., 2011; Priestley and McKenzie, 2013; Takei et al., 2014;
Faul and Jackson, 2015; Yamauchi and Takei, 2016]. Thermochemical interpretations of seismic anomalies are
likely to be more accurate when the competing effects of grain size are taken into consideration.

Grain size influences mantle rheology and flow, but in turn, the deformation mechanisms in the Earth’s
mantle also affect grain size evolution. Some strain is accommodated by grain boundary diffusion in the dif-
fusion creep regime. A rock with small grains will have a higher volumetric proportion of grain boundaries
and will therefore exhibit a lower effective viscosity at a given stress. As grain growth is faster at higher
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temperatures, it has been argued that the higher grain size within hot plumes could result in a higher vis-
cosity than the rest of the mantle [Solomatov, 1996; Karato, 1997; Solomatov et al., 2002; Korenaga, 2005].
For similar reasons, it has been suggested that cold slabs could be less viscous than warmer slabs in the
mantle transition zone [Karato et al., 2001]. Conflicting ideas surround possible behavior in the uppermost
lower mantle; slabs have been suggested to be weak due to small grains [Ito and Sato, 1991] or intercon-
nected ferropericlase [Yamazaki et al., 2014], or strong through the formation of a perovskite-periclase sym-
plectite texture [Zhao et al., 2012].

Grain size evolution is also affected by deformation processes. The propagation of dislocations through
grains causes dynamic recrystallization, which reduces grain sizes and hence promotes diffusion creep. This
interplay between creep mechanisms and grain size reduction tends to cause strain localization [Vauchez
et al., 2012], which may affect many processes, including the formation of tectonic plates [Bercovici and
Ricard, 2014] and the ascent velocities of mantle plumes. The heterogeneous and time-dependent distribu-
tion of stress and deformation in the mantle therefore leads to a strong spatial variability of the grain size
reduction and thus causes strong lateral contrasts in grain size and viscosity.

Finally, the grain size is also influenced by phase transformations. While crossing polymorphic phase
transitions such as olivine-wadsleyite and wadsleyite-ringwoodite is expected to have almost no influ-
ence on the grain size, when ringwoodite breaks down to bridgmanite and magnesiow€ustite the grain
size is likely to be reduced to approximately 1 lm [Solomatov and Reese, 2008]. This effect reduces vari-
able grain sizes in chemically heterogeneous mantle material to a uniform grain size, which could negate
grain size related viscosity contrasts and may affect the efficiency of mantle mixing [Solomatov and
Reese, 2008].

Seismological observations of travel times and quality factors give key insights into intrinsic elastic and
anelastic structure of the present-day Earth [e.g., Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. Time-dependent grain-
scale relaxation processes can act at seismic frequencies of seconds to minutes, such that the Earth acts as
an anelastic medium [Goetze, 1977]. Like viscosity, these relaxation processes are related to the movement
and propagation of defects and grain boundaries [e.g., Karato and Spetzler, 1990]. The resulting seismic
attenuation and the associated velocity dispersion are measured at various frequencies (�1–3000 s), poten-
tially providing indirect constraints on the grain-size distribution in the mantle. Synthetic seismic data there-
fore allow us to interrogate model structure and provide a self-consistent approach to quantitatively
compare model outputs with each other and (in aggregate, if not specific, terms) with the real Earth.

Despite its importance for mantle flow and seismic interpretation, the influence of grain size evolution on
mantle dynamics, seismic velocities, and attenuation is poorly understood. In particular, coupled grain size
evolution and grain-size-dependent rheology using Earth-like parameters for grain growth and grain size
reduction have not yet been incorporated in global two-dimensional or three-dimensional mantle convec-
tion models. Although these effects have been considered in regional convection models [e.g., Turner et al.,
2015], studies of large-scale mantle flow have neglected or simplified grain size evolution [Solomatov and
Reese, 2008; Rozel, 2012], and generally did not consider the dependence of grain size evolution parameters
on the mineral phase [Rozel, 2012; Solomatov and Reese, 2008; Hall and Parmentier, 2003]. So far, the
involved numerical challenges have prevented more realistic models—an obstacle we are now able to over-
come by using modern numerical methods and by making use of the increased availability of computa-
tional resources.

We follow a two-step approach and focus on certain aspects of this multidisciplinary problem. First, we
study how a dynamically evolving grain size influences lateral viscosity variations in the mantle and investi-
gate potential implications for the mantle viscosity profile. We strive to understand how dynamics and mix-
ing of upwelling plumes and subducted slabs are affected by these viscosity variations, and which of the
current concepts and assumptions about mantle convection have to be reconsidered for a mantle with
dynamically evolving grain size. We then link the outputs of our geodynamic models to experimentally con-
strained scaling relationships that allow us to predict seismologically observable features, resolving trade-
offs between temperature and grain size in controlling the (an)elastic behavior of rocks. By comparing
model predictions to large-scale Earth velocity and attenuation structure, we can determine thermodynamic
parameters at conditions inaccessible in the laboratory, reciprocally constraining parameters used for the
dynamical simulations.
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2. Methods

We use existing experimental data for grain growth and rheological parameters for the main mantle mineral
phases and apply them in geodynamic models of global mantle convection. Our models include the effects
of grain growth and grain size reduction. Grain size reduction encompasses both dislocation creep and
decomposition reactions, fully coupled with mantle convection with a composite diffusion/dislocation rhe-
ology that depends on the dynamically evolving grain size. We compare models with and without grain
size evolution, and investigate the influence of varying some of the parameters that control grain growth.
To compute seismic properties from the output of these models, we apply experimentally constrained
anelastic scaling relationships modified (where appropriate) for consistency with the thermodynamic
parameters used in the geodynamic models. These relationships quantify the roles of grain size, tempera-
ture, and pressure for determining seismic velocity and attenuation, allowing us to predict the whole-
mantle seismic structure for each model. We grid search through the parameter space of the poorly con-
strained lower mantle relaxation strength and activation volume, comparing model results to Earth struc-
ture to place quantitative bounds on lower mantle anelastic behavior at conditions inaccessible to
laboratory experiments. The following sections will discuss these methods in detail.

2.1. Rheology
The rheology implemented in this study includes diffusion and dislocation creep, which are governed by
expressions of the form (see supporting information Text S1.1):

g5
1
2

A21
nd

m
n _E

12n
n

II exp
E�1PV�

nRT

� �
; (1)

where d is the (variable) grain size, _E II is the square root of the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, A is
a constant prefactor, E� and V� are the activation energy and volume, and P, R, and T are the pressure, gas
constant, and temperature, respectively. The diffusion creep viscosity gdiff is typically strain rate indepen-
dent (n 5 1), and the dislocation creep viscosity gdis is usually grain size independent (m 5 0), leading to the
expressions used in our model:

gdiff5
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RT

� �
; (2)
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1
2
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E�dis1PV�dis

nRT

� �
; (3)

and the effective viscocity

geff5
gdiff gdis

gdiff1gdis
: (4)

All of the rheological parameters depend on the current mineral phase and are listed in supporting informa-
tion Tables S1 and S2. The diffusion creep parameters of ringwoodite and bridgmanite, which we assume to
be the rheologically dominant phase in the lower mantle, were computed from estimates of grain boundary
diffusion following Frost and Ashby [1982] (see supporting information Text S1.2). We note that experimen-
tally defined prefactors are sometimes based on different definitions of the strain rate (for example, the
norm or strain rate along the principal strain axis). In these cases, we have converted the prefactors (see
supporting information Text S1.3). Also note that by setting Adis � Adiff for the bridgmanite and periclase
phase, we assume that diffusion creep is always the dominating deformation mechanism in the lower man-
tle (see supporting information Text S1.4). After estimating all of the parameters, the power law prefactors
were adjusted to match reasonable viscosity profiles for the Earth [e.g., Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Steinberger
and Calderwood, 2006] (see supporting information Text S1.5).

2.2. Grain Size Evolution
Grain growth in the present study is approximated using semiempirical expressions of the form [e.g., Burke,
1949; Austin and Evans, 2007]:
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_d growth5p21
g d12pg kg exp 2

Eg1PVg

RT

� �
; (5)

where kg is an experimentally determined prefactor, and Eg and Vg are the grain growth activation energy
and volume. The term pg is a grain growth exponent that is largely a function of the mechanism by which
elements diffuse in the medium. Growth controlled by volume diffusion results in pg 5 3 [Lifshitz and Slyo-
zov, 1961; Wagner, 1961], while if grain growth is controlled by grain boundary (surface) or dislocation
(pipe) diffusion, pg 5 4 or pg 5 5, respectively [Ardell, 1972]. Higher effective values have been reported and
are commonly attributed to elastic stress, impurities, or the initial microstructure (grain-size distribution or
morphology) [see Solomatov et al., 2002 for more details].

Grain size reduction is approximated by the paleowattmeter [Austin and Evans, 2007], where a certain frac-
tion of the work done by dislocation creep goes into reducing the grain size (see supporting information
Text S2):

_d reduce54 _E II _Edis;II geff
kd2

cc
; (6)

where c is a geometric constant, k is the fraction of work that goes into changing the grain boundary area,
and c is the average specific grain boundary energy.

By equating the two sides of these expressions and using the equality of equations (S25) and (S27) (see sup-
porting information Text S2), an equilibrium grain size can be found for any given strain rate and tempera-
ture, where the competing effects of grain size reduction in the dislocation creep regime and grain growth
in the diffusion creep regime are balanced:

deqm5
cckg

kr _Edispg
exp 2

Eg1PVg

RT

� �� � 1
11pg

: (7)

Throughout the rest of the manuscript, we will refer to this paleowattmeter grain size as the equilibrium
grain size. All grain size evolution parameters used in this study are listed in supporting information Tables
S1 and S2, they are discussed in more detail in supporting information Text S2.2. The upper mantle rheolo-
gies are also shown graphically Figure 1, along with the position of the equilibrium grain size. For low strain
rates and small grain sizes, diffusion creep is the dominant deformation mechanism, and there is almost no
dependence of viscosity on the strain rate. For high strain rates and large grains, dislocation creep is domi-
nant, and the viscosity mainly depends on the strain rate. For intermediate values, both creep mechanisms

Figure 1. Viscosity and stress as a function of total strain rate and grain size for the three distinct upper mantle assemblage fields used in our simulations. Solid blue and red dashed con-
tours mark lines of constant viscosity and stress, respectively (labeled with the decadic logarithm of the value in Pa s or Pa). In diffusion-dominated creep, viscosity is grain size depen-
dent and strain rate independent, such that viscosity contours are horizontal. The opposite is true of dislocation-dominated creep, where viscosity contours are vertical. The grey bands
mark where diffusion and dislocation creep each contribute >10% of the total strain rate. The equilibrium grain size is shown as a black solid line. If this equilibrium grain size falls into
the diffusion or dislocation creep regime is determined by a combination of the grain growth and rheologic parameters (see section S5.1). In simulations with constant grain size, model
viscosities (at constant temperature and pressure) would be uniquely constrained by the strain rate (or stress). By allowing grain size to vary, model viscosities can take a range of values.
At fixed stress or strain rate, grains will tend to evolve toward the equilibrium grain size.
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are important. As grain growth is faster for smaller grain sizes, and grain size reduction is proportional to
the dislocation strain rate, grains will evolve toward a single equilibrium size for any given strain rate (or
stress). Notice that the equilibrium grain size line for each phase assemblage does not lie at the same posi-
tion relative to the field boundary (where diffusion and dislocation creep strain rate are equal contributors
to the total strain rate). The position of the line is a function of the grain growth and creep law parameters.

We note that the sequence of mineral transformations in the Earth’s mantle and therefore grain growth
evolution is more complex than outlined in this study. Nevertheless, the current approach is reasonable
given the paucity of experimental data.

2.3. Geodynamic Model
2.3.1. Equations
We use the mantle convection code ASPECT [Kronbichler et al., 2012; Bangerth et al., 2017] that models ther-
mochemical convection in high Rayleigh number flow with adaptive mesh refinement. It solves the equa-
tions for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, and an evolution equation for the grain size
(see supporting information Text S2). Our models include adiabatic heating, shear heating, latent heat,
radiogenic heat production and take into account mantle compressibility. Specifically, we consider the fol-
lowing set of equations for velocity u, pressure p, temperature T, and grain size d:

2r � 2g _EjðuÞð Þ1rp5qg; (8)

r � ðquÞ50; (9)

qCp
@T
@t

1u � rT

� �
2r � krT52g _EjðuÞ : _EjðuÞ1aT u � rpð Þ1Q; (10)

@d
@t

1u � rd

� �
5p21

g d12pg kg exp 2
Eg1PVg

RT

� �
; 24 _E II _Edis;II geff

kd2

cc
; (11)

where _EjðuÞ5 1
2 ðru1ruT Þ2 1

3 ðr � uÞ1 is the compressible strain rate. The material parameters density q,
specific heat Cp, and thermal expansivity a are computed as a function of pressure and temperature using
the thermodynamic calculation package HeFESTo [Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2005, 2011] and assum-
ing a pyrolitic composition [Xu et al., 2008; Workman and Hart, 2005]. Latent heat effects are accounted for
by modifying a and Cp to effective values incorporating the temperature and pressure entropy derivatives
[Nakagawa et al., 2009; Gerya et al., 2004]. We use a radiogenic heat production of Q56310212 W/kg in
agreement with other modeling studies and slightly above proposed bulk-silicate-earth compositions
[Nakagawa et al., 2009; Jaupart et al., 2015]. The thermal conductivity is fixed to k 5 4 W/(m K), and the
effective viscosity g is described in section 2.1.

Upon crossing the ringwoodite$ bridgmanite 1 periclase phase transition the grain size is reset, following
previous studies [Solomatov and Reese, 2008]. We choose a fixed reset value of 20 lm (post-reaction grain
size in supporting information Table S1), which avoids convergence problems at very low model viscosities.
In experiments, the transformation creates even smaller grain sizes [Poirier et al., 1986; Ito and Sato, 1991],
but growth from submicron sizes to 20 lm is predicted to occur within a few thousand years—approxi-
mately one time step in our models. The exact choice of reset value therefore does not affect the model
results on a large scale.
2.3.2. Numerical Challenges
Modeling mantle convection with an evolving grain size and grain-size-dependent rheology is numerically
challenging for several reasons. We address these challenges using modern numerical methods.

1. The positive feedback between shear-induced grain size reduction and grain-size-controlled viscosity
reduction leads to strain localization, high viscosity contrasts, and small-scale convection features.
ASPECT’s adaptive mesh refinement allows us to refine the mesh in these regions, requiring significantly
fewer computational resources compared to an equally accurate model with uniform mesh. Paralleliza-
tion of the code allows global models with a local resolution of approximately 6 km.

2. The strong nonlinear dependence of the viscosity on temperature, grain size, and stress/strain rate leads
to steep local viscosity gradients as well as large global contrasts: In the olivine phase, any of a tempera-
ture change of 150–200 K, a grain size variation of a factor of 2.2, or a strain rate variation of a factor of
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30 results in a viscosity contrast of 1 order of magnitude. This demands robust nonlinear solvers. ASPECT
uses fixed-point iterations to resolve nonlinearities in the equations, alternating between solving the
Stokes system (equations (8) and (9)), and the advection systems (equations (10) and (11)) until conver-
gence is reached. It employs a generalized minimal residual method with a Wathen style block precondi-
tioner for the Stokes part of the problem, allowing for high local and global viscosity contrasts
[Kronbichler et al., 2012]. For this study, we choose to limit the global viscosity variation to a range of
[1018 and 1024 Pa s]; the primary reason being the increase in velocity due to decreased viscosity and the
associated shorter time steps.

3. Finally, the grain size—here modeled as a continuous field—varies by several orders of magnitude,
including steep gradients at phase transitions, potentially leading to instabilities such as overshooting
and undershooting. In addition, grain growth and reduction depend on the grain size itself and occur on
a much shorter time scale than the advection, if the grain size is not close to the equilibrium. Thus, grain
size can vary by more than 1 order of magnitude within one advection time step. ASPECT’s higher order
time stepping scheme BDF2, higher order finite elements, and entropy viscosity stabilization technique
[Guermond et al., 2011] allow a stable grain size advection. The nonlinear dependence of grain size
growth on grain size itself is addressed by separately solving the ordinary differential equation for the
evolution term on the right-hand side of equation (11) in each time step.

Taken together, these numerical challenges increase the computational cost of models with fully coupled
grain size evolution and grain-size-dependent rheology approximately 7 times compared to a conventional
mantle convection model (see supporting information Text S3).
2.3.3. Model Setup
The model domain is a two-dimensional spherical shell, including the whole mantle in the vertical direction.
The initial mantle temperature is adiabatic, with a potential temperature of 1600 K, a cold top boundary
layer representing lithosphere with an age of 100 Ma and a hot bottom boundary layer consistent with
300 Ma of thermal diffusion. The boundary temperatures and velocities are prescribed throughout the
model evolution, using the present-day plate velocities [Gurnis et al., 2012] to generate subduction zones,
and a core-mantle boundary temperature of 3486 K (which is equivalent to a temperature change of 750 K
across the bottom thermal boundary layer) to allow for the ascent of mantle plumes. We chose this compar-
atively low temperature in comparison to commonly used values (3300–4400 K) [Boehler, 2000; Hernlund
et al., 2005; Lay et al., 2008] to match the excess temperatures of mantle plumes at the surface to the obser-
vations (200–300 K) [e.g., Herzberg and Gazel, 2009; Schilling, 1991]. In addition, this is based on the fact that
our models neglect chemical heterogeneities, and that the presence of a dense chemical boundary layer at
the core-mantle boundary is expected to reduce the temperature of rising plumes compared to the bottom
thermal boundary layer [Farnetani, 1997; Lin and van Keken, 2006]. The initial grain size follows a radial pro-
file with values matching the equilibrium grain size for a reference temperature and pressure and an
expected value for the strain rate for each phase.

We performed five computations with varying complexity, and let the models evolve for 300 Ma. Due to the
high computational cost discussed in supporting information Text S3, we did not search a wide parameter
range, but instead varied a few important parameters in the lower mantle, where experimental data are
least well constrained, and fit the viscosity profile to match reasonable viscosity profiles for the Earth
[Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Steinberger and Calderwood, 2006]:

1. The reference model uses the parameters from the literature, modified as described in sections 2.1 and
2.2 and shown in supporting information Table S1.

2. For a second model, we reduced the activation volume of diffusion creep in the lower mantle, because a
preliminary model analysis indicated that the original value was too large to fit seismic observations (see
section 3.4). This reduces the vertical viscosity change within the lower mantle, but causes a higher vis-
cosity contrast at the upper-lower mantle boundary (Model LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6). The pressure control on the
activation volume originates from the understanding that the volume of lattice defects accommodating
creep will decrease as pressure increases. Elastic strain laws can be used to estimate this volume depen-
dence [e.g., Poirier and Liebermann, 1984]. We adopt a piecewise constant activation volume for
simplicity.
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3. Moreover, we derived a second set of parameters for grain growth in the lower mantle, using a grain
growth exponent of pg 5 5, corresponding to dislocation-dominated diffusion, instead of the value
directly derived from the experimental data (�11, see supporting information Text S2.3). This leads to
faster grain growth and larger grains in the lower mantle (Model faster-LM-grain-growth). The model also
uses the reduced diffusion creep activation volume.

4. For comparison, we also ran a model with a constant grain size for each phase, but a similar viscosity pro-
file as in the reference model and diffusion-dislocation creep rheology (Model constantGS, see supporting
information Movie S2).

5. Finally, we included a model with only diffusion creep in the formulation of Steinberger and Calderwood
[2006] to show how our results compare to commonly used viscosity formulations (see supporting infor-
mation Movie S1).

Average viscosity and grain size profiles for all models are shown in supporting information Figures S1 and
S2, respectively, and the changed parameters are summarized in supporting information Table S2.
2.3.4. Translating Physical Properties to Seismic Structure: Modeling Parameterizations
We use laboratory constrained relationships to predict seismically observable parameters from the output
of the geodynamic models. The elastic and attenuating properties of a medium that influence the propaga-
tion of seismic waves (e.g., shear velocity, VS and attenuation, Ql) are strong functions of its thermodynamic
state. Scaling relationships between the thermodynamical (e.g., pressure, P; temperature, T; grain size, d;
and composition, X) and seismological variables are typically derived based on empirical experimental data
[e.g., Jackson and Faul, 2010; Faul and Jackson, 2015] and relaxation theory [e.g., Minster and Anderson, 1981;
Anderson and Minster, 1981]. In particular, grain size is shown to have a strong effect on seismic variables:
smaller grains decrease seismic velocities and increase seismic attenuation (supporting information
Figure S3). Geodynamic model outputs are well suited for translation to seismological parameters because
the thermodynamic variables at every point are known.

For a viscoelastic solid, the response to an imposed stress is frequency (x) dependent and includes elastic,
anelastic, and viscous terms. This response can be modeled with a Burgers model of the complex compli-
ance, J�ðxÞ5J1ðxÞ1iJ2ðxÞ, where J1 and J2 are the storage and loss compliances, respectively. The compli-
ance terms are functions of the Maxwell time (sM) and D, the relaxation strength or the fractional
weakening of the relaxed response compared to the anharmonic response (D5ðJR2JUÞ=JU). Shear velocity

and Ql are calculated as VS5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q21 J2

11J2
2ð Þ21=2

q
and Q21

l 5J2=J1. Grain size enters these expressions through

its exponential control on the Maxwell time and integration limits of the functional form:

si / dmf ðT ; P;xÞ: (12)

The complete set of equations describing the relationship is given in supporting information Text S4 while
the values employed in our analysis are outlined in supporting information Table S3.

In the laboratory, (an)elastic behavior of rocks is investigated through creep tests and forced oscillation
experiments [e.g., Cooper, 2002; Faul and Jackson, 2005; Sundberg and Cooper, 2010; Jackson and Faul, 2010;
McCarthy et al., 2011; Takei et al., 2014; Yamauchi and Takei, 2016]. Laboratory studies involve markedly
smaller grain size and pressure than that of the Earth’s mantle and current limitations preclude measure-
ments relevant to the lower mantle. However, these experiments are used to determine the parameters
that govern anelastic scaling relationships (supporting information equations (S32)–(S35)) that may be
extrapolated to mantle conditions, allowing us to predict lower mantle seismic properties. We assume that
the functional form of these relationships persists into the lower mantle [e.g., Abers et al., 2014; Olugboji
et al., 2013]. This is supported by experiments showing that a broad range of materials, including ceramics
[e.g., Barnhoorn et al., 2016], silicates [Jackson et al., 1992; Gribb and Cooper, 1998; Jackson and Faul, 2010],
inorganic compounds [McCarthy et al., 2011; Takei et al., 2014; Yamauchi and Takei, 2016], and perovskite
analogues [Webb et al., 1999] display an absorption band or ‘‘High Temperature Background’’ (HTB) behavior
[see also Faul and Jackson, 2015]. These experiments indicate that the exponent, a, of the frequency depen-
dence of attenuation, described using the power law Ql / xa, usually falls between 0.2 and 0.4 within the
absorption band across the broad range of materials. In the absence of other constraints, we utilize the
extended Burgers model of Jackson and Faul [2010] and Faul and Jackson [2015], modifying the activation
energy and volume in the upper mantle for consistency with geodynamic models. We calculate the
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anelastic shear modulus and shear attenuation as a function of thermodynamic condition, grain size, and
frequency (supporting information Figure S3).

Since the parameters for the anelastic portion of the extended Burgers model of olivine (supporting infor-
mation equations (S32)–(S35)) are best constrained among silicates, they are adopted here for the olivine
polymorphs and bridgemanite. Seismic frequencies are well within the absorption band so that the viscous
portion of the Burgers model (last term in supporting information equation (S33)) does not enter the calcu-
lations. While this approach neglects potentially diverging parameters for different materials, lack of
detailed experimental constraints and the fact that seismically observed attenuation values are well fit by
this model (see section 3.4) support this approach. For consistency with the geodynamic simulations, we
use values for the activation volume and energy that are the same as for diffusion creep throughout the
upper mantle (supporting information Table S1). Within this general framework, we use the activation
energy for the reference model in the lower mantle and explore ranges for parameters that are experimen-
tally poorly determined. While the absorption band is comparatively well constrained, the broad peak or
plateau at the transition from elastic to anelastic behavior awaits robust experimental confirmation. We
treat the presence of this peak as an open question, testing anelastic models with and without this feature
(section 3.4). The anelastic activation volume (V�) for the lower mantle is also not directly constrained by
experiments and is poorly constrained by geodynamic models. Our approach is to test ranges for V� and as
the relaxation strength, DB, searching for values that yield seismic models that are compatible with observa-
tions. We use the HeFESTo package [Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2005, 2011] to compute anharmonic
elastic moduli (GU) as a function of pressure and temperature, assuming a pyrolite composition [Xu et al.,
2008; Workman and Hart, 2005].

The observational constraints on elastic moduli and attenuation in the Earth come from the analysis of seis-
mic waves at various frequencies. Seismological models of shear attenuation (Ql) often employ quality fac-
tors of surface waves and normal modes that afford sensitivity to the transition zone and mid-mantle [e.g.,
Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Okal and Jo, 1990; Widmer et al., 1991; Durek and Ekstr€om, 1996]. The com-
mon features in these studies include low Ql values in the uppermost mantle (�80–200 km), intermediate
Ql values in the transition zone (200–650 km), and highest Ql values in the lower mantle. While several dis-
crepancies persist in attenuation tomography [Romanowicz and Mitchell, 2015], all models show a some-
what abrupt jump to high Ql in the lower mantle that is significant beyond the 2r uncertainties on either
side of the 650 km discontinuity as reported by Resovsky et al. [2005]. Moulik [2016] evaluated the robust-
ness of this feature by modulating the jump in Ql through regularization and found that it is required to fit
recent normal-mode observations. Other studies that employ teleseismic body waves at shorter periods
(�2–20 s) with sensitivity in the mid to lowermost mantle show Ql report slightly higher (but not infinite)
Ql in this region [e.g., Lawrence and Wysession, 2006; Hwang and Ritsema, 2011; Durand et al., 2013]. We
compare predicted attenuation profiles to the model QL6 [Durek and Ekstr€om, 1996] for simplicity and to
manage the computational cost in our fitting procedure (section 3.4).

3. Results

Before investigating the dynamics of convection models with fully coupled grain size evolution, we will dis-
cuss the resulting grain size distribution in our models and its effects on the viscosity profiles and lateral vis-
cosity variations. This first step will help us to better understand in which ways grain size influences the
rheology, and where in the mantle these effects are important. We will then discuss the effects of a variable
grain size on mantle plumes and subducted slabs, and compare the seismic observables inferred from the
geodynamic models to velocity and attenuation profiles of the Earth.

3.1. Grain Size
Grain sizes in the deep Earth are poorly known, therefore we are unable to provide a detailed comparison
between our results and observations. In the shallow mantle, olivine grain sizes are typically on the order of
millimeters to centimeters, as indicated by grain sizes in ophiolitic and abyssal peridotites [see Hirth and
Kohlstedt, 2003, and references therein]. Smaller olivine grains are often the result of low temperature mylo-
nitization (grain size reduction to <10 lm) [e.g., Jaroslow et al., 1996], while fluids can promote the growth
of much larger crystals (growth to >10 cm) [e.g., Kurat et al., 1982]. Ave Lallemant et al. [1980] noted that
xenoliths from Southern Africa and the Basin and Range exhibited a correlation between grain size and
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apparent depth of equilibration. For samples that they inferred to be close to the base of the lithosphere
(240 and 80 km depth, respectively), grain sizes reached 6–8 and 7–14 mm. The olivine grain sizes in our
models (Figures 3a and 3b and supporting information Figure S2) are on the order of 1–7 mm, which are
somewhat smaller than those reported by Ave Lallemant et al. [1980]. The higher grain sizes in the xenolith
samples may reflect a need for minor adjustments in our grain growth and rheological laws (see also sup-
porting information Text S5.1). Alternatively, they may indicate the importance of metasomatic fluids and
melts on enhancing grain size.

At greater depths, our reference model parameters result in grain sizes that decrease to hundreds of
microns in the mantle transition zone, and then tens of microns in the lower mantle (Figure 3a). As
detailed in the introduction, the grain growth laws in the lower mantle are poorly understood. Adjusting
the grain growth law derived from the experimental value (where pg � 11) to one where the grain growth
exponent is more physically reasonable (pg 5 5), results in lower mantle grain sizes of hundreds of
microns, just slightly smaller than in the mantle transition zone (supporting information Figure S2 and
Figures 4 and 5).
3.1.1. Deviations From the Equilibrium Grain Size
Figure 6 and supporting information Figure S4 illustrate how far grain sizes in our models deviate from their
equilibrium value, and hence they show in which settings it is particularly important to incorporate grain
size evolution into a geodynamic model. At the edges of plumes and in regions of small-scale convection,
in and around slabs, close to phase transitions and in phases with slow grain growth rates (such as the ring-
woodite phase in our models), grain sizes differ substantially from the equilibrium grain size. In addition,
regions with low strain rates compared to their surroundings evince much lower grain sizes than the equi-
librium value, if grain growth is slow compared to temporal changes in strain rate (such as in the olivine
phase in our models). In summary, grain size evolution is important whenever strain rates and/or grain sizes
change rapidly compared to the time scales of grain size growth and reduction. Conversely, in regions
where grain size growth and reduction are fast compared to changes in strain rate (conditions given in the
wadsleyite phase in our models), using the equilibrium grain size instead of using the full grain size evolu-
tion is a good approximation. Generally, in �70% of the upper mantle and transition zone, grain sizes in our
models do not deviate from the equilibrium grain size by more than a factor of 3 (see Figure 6 and support-
ing information Figure S5). This implies that for applications not concerned with the dynamics of subduct-
ing slabs, small-scale convection or phase transitions, approximating the grain size in the upper mantle by
its equilibrium value would be reasonable.

Moreover, assuming a constant grain size in a model with composite rheology leads to large deviations
both from the equilibrium grain size (Figure 6b and supporting information Figure S4b) and the evolving
grain size (Figure 4c versus Figures 4e, 4g, and 4i). These differences in grain size can be more than an order
of magnitude and using the equilibrium grain size instead of a constant grain size yields values much closer
to the ‘‘true’’ evolving grain size. Hence, if it is not feasible or desirable to use evolving grain sizes in a geo-
dynamic model, using the equilibrium grain size would be a much better approximation than a constant
grain size. Regions where substantial deviations from the equilibrium grain size occur are discussed in more
detail in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.

3.2. Lateral Viscosity Variations and Global Effects
To illustrate the effect of a variable grain size, we compare the viscosity profiles in models with different
mantle rheologies. Most geodynamic models consider the effects of pressure (controlling the viscosity pro-
file) and temperature (controlling lateral viscosity variations) on viscosity. Incorporating diffusion and dislo-
cation creep leads to additional viscosity variations determined by the strain rate, weakening the material
in regions of strong deformation. This mechanism is especially important in the asthenosphere; due to the
relative motion of plates and the underlying mantle, high stresses can be present at the base of the litho-
sphere, leading to a low viscosity and strong deformation in a thin layer. These effects are shown in Figure 2,
, middle, and supporting information Figure S1b, where the viscosity profile reaches much lower values in a
depth of �200 km compared to supporting information Figure S1a, which shows the viscosity profile of a
model with only diffusion creep.

Considering the effect of grain size evolution on mantle rheology further increases the potential for lateral
viscosity variations. In the upper mantle, grain size varies by almost 2 orders of magnitude at a given depth
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(Figure 3b), which results in viscosity variations of 6 orders of magnitude due to grain size alone (Figure 3c).
In magnitude, these effects are comparable to the temperature dependence of viscosity (cf. supporting
information Text S5.2 and supporting information Figure S5). The influence of grain size is strongest in the
upper mantle, because strong deformation can occur and both grain growth and grain size reduction are
fast (Figure 3d). As there is a feedback between grain size and viscosity reduction, leading to larger defor-
mation, the low-viscosity layer at the base of the lithosphere is even more pronounced (Figure 2) and shal-
lower (�100 km depth, supporting information Figures S1c–S1e) than in models without grain size
evolution. Grain size variations then generally decrease toward the lower mantle, where grain growth is

Figure 2. (left) Radial average, minimum, and maximum viscosity in the reference model at the end of the model evolution as a function of depth. Dashed grey lines mark phase transi-
tions as given in supporting information Table S1. Variations above 650 km depth are mostly due to grain size and viscosity changes across phase transitions, the viscosity in the lower
mantle reflects temperature and pressure changes with depth. (right) Histograms of the viscosity distribution in a depth of (middle column) 120 km and (right column) 1700 km in mod-
els with and without grain size evolution, as detailed in section 2.3.3 and supporting information Table S2. Viscosity variations are strongest below the base of the lithosphere and in
models including grain size evolution.
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slow, grain size reduction is negligible and the grain size is reset due to decomposition once material
crosses the ringwoodite-bridgmanite phase transition.

An exception is the layer of ringwoodite-bearing material immediately above the lower mantle, where grain
sizes are strongly dependent on the P-T history of the material. This dependence is the result of slow grain
growth relative to the time required to advect material through the layer, and leads to remarkably strong
viscosity variations (Figure 3c). Upwelling material from the lower mantle with small grain sizes results in
low viscosities regardless of temperature, and downwelling material with large grain size leads to higher vis-
cosities (supporting information Movie S3). This effect is also reflected in the negative slope of the viscosity
profile and in the large standard deviation of both grain size and viscosity in the 520–650 km depth range
(Figures 3b and 3c).

However, there are large differences not only between the models with and without grain size evolution
but also between the ones including grain size evolution, but employing different viscosity profiles (Model
LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6) or grain size growth parameters (Model faster-LM-grain-growth) in the lower mantle. As the
viscosity contrast between upper and lower mantle controls the dynamics of material passing through this
transition, it plays an important role for the characteristics of mantle convection. A smaller activation vol-
ume does not crucially influence lateral viscosity variations (Figure 2, middle and right) but leads to a
smaller viscosity gradient in the lower mantle and hence to a higher viscosity contrast at 650 km depth, if
lowermost mantle viscosities are assumed to be on the order of �1023 Pa s (supporting information Figures
S1c and S1d). Convection in the upper and lower mantle essentially become decoupled, and only plumes
and slabs penetrate the transition (supporting information Movie S4). This allows for a net rotation of the

Figure 3. Lateral variations of grain size, viscosity, and grain size growth/reduction in the reference model in dependence of depth. (a) Average grain size profile. (b) Relative lateral varia-
tions in grain size compared to the average for each depth. (c) Geometric mean and lateral variation of the viscosity due to grain size alone, illustrating the viscosity variations that are
neglected when assuming a constant grain size in the rheology. Variations reach up to 6 orders of magnitude in the upper mantle (and 2 orders of magnitude in the geometric standard
deviation). The relative viscosity change is computed by comparing the viscosity at any given point in the model to the viscosity at a reference grain size for that depth, all other varia-
bles being kept the same. Reference grain sizes are the same as in the constantGS model (see supporting information Figure S2a). (d) Minimum, maximum, and geometric mean of grain
growth and grain size reduction rate, showing which mechanism dominates for each given depth. The balance between both mechanisms in the upper mantle suggests that grains are
generally close to the equilibrium grain size. Grain size reduction dominates the wadsleyite phase, whereas grain growth is dominant in the ringwoodite phase, but both processes are
slower. Small ringwoodite grain sizes (despite grain growth being dominant) are mainly caused by upwelling of low-grain-size material from the lower mantle. Lower mantle grain
growth occurs even more slowly but is the only relevant process due to the absence of dislocation creep, indicating grain sizes far from their equilibrium value.
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lower mantle, as velocities at the top are fixed to today’s plate motions. Nevertheless, relative velocities
between upper and lower mantle are small and lead to a total rotation of less than 458 over a timespan of
250 Ma, far below possible velocities of true polar wander on Earth [Tsai and Stevenson, 2007; Steinberger
and Torsvik, 2008]. Due to the overall higher viscosity in this model, fewer plumes develop and they ascend
more slowly (see section 3.3.1), and slabs are slowed down and deformed strongly when they reach the
lower mantle (see section 3.3.2).

In contrast, a faster grain growth in the lower mantle changes both the viscosity profile and lateral varia-
tions drastically. In models with slow grain growth, grain size in the lower mantle is almost uniform and
remains at the post-reaction grain size, except in hot plumes or strongly deformed slabs. Conversely, accel-
erated grain growth results in viscosities that are dependent on the residence time of material in the lower
mantle. Downwelling material (such as around slabs) enters the lower mantle with a small grain size—
resulting from decomposition—and low viscosities (assuming temperatures equal to the average mantle
temperature). Over time, the grains grow and the viscosity increases (supporting information Movie S5).
This leads to strong lateral viscosity variations outside plumes and slabs (Figure 2, bottom row, and support-
ing information Figure S1e), in the form of patches of ‘‘old’’ and ‘‘young’’ material adjacent to each other. In
particular, if plumes and slabs are excluded, the geometric standard deviation of viscosity is much larger in
the model with fast grain growth compared to the other models (for example, in 1700 km depth, it is 3
times larger than in the reference model). This means that the viscosity around subducted slabs can be 1
order of magnitude lower—and the viscosity of material accumulating at the base of the mantle can be 1
order of magnitude higher—than the ambient mantle viscosity of material with the same temperature
(which corresponds to the value expected for models without grain size evolution).

All of these viscosity scenarios seem plausible for the Earth’s mantle and potentially have significant impli-
cations for mantle dynamics; more accurate experimental or observational data are needed to constrain the
viscosity parameter range.

3.3. Regional Effects
In addition to its influence on the large-scale patterns of mantle convection, grain size evolution also has a
strong effect at a smaller scale as it affects the shape and dynamics of individual upwellings and down-
wellings.
3.3.1. Mantle Plumes
Viscosity is one of the key properties that controls the dynamics of ascending mantle plumes. In general,
high plume temperatures cause a decrease in viscosity and allow plumes to rise faster. However, dynamic
grain size evolution in plumes reveals two additional competing processes: high plume temperatures
greatly accelerate grain growth, while high shear stresses caused by the relative movement between plume
and surrounding mantle reduce the grain size. In the center of the plume, where temperatures are highest
and stresses are lower, grains grow faster and become larger than in the surrounding mantle, in particular
in the plume head. Most of the deformation, however, occurs at the edges of plumes, reducing the grain
size compared to the adjacent mantle and decreasing the viscosity, which leads to strain localization. This
results in a grain size variation of potentially more than 1 order of magnitude across the plume (Figures 4e,
4g, and 4i and supporting information Figure S6). Consequently, the viscosity in the center of the plume is
higher than at its edges and can reach the same values as in the surrounding mantle (Figures 4d, 4f, and
4h). This is in contrast to plume models with classical viscosity formulations, where the viscosity is lowest in
the hottest region in the plume center (Figures 4a and 4b). The localization of deformation also involves a
strain rate variation of more than 1 order of magnitude across the plume, with the highest strain rates at its
margins. Hence, the velocity profile across the plume tail is not a parabola or Gaussian as observed in mod-
els with constant grain size, but has steep gradients at the edges of the plumes and a nearly constant veloc-
ity in the plume center.

Compared to models with constant grain size (and in particular in comparison to models with only diffusion
creep), upper mantle viscosities around plumes are lower in models with evolving grain size. Because of
that, plumes in these models rise faster and flow between upper and lower mantle is more decoupled,
which generally causes a stronger plume tilt (see Figure 4). When the rising plume spreads below the base
of the lithosphere, high stresses arise between the plume and the overlying plate, reducing the grain size
and consequently the viscosity. This process leads to higher strain rates and a faster lateral spreading of the
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plume. Hence, much stronger small-scale convection develops in the upper mantle, involving parts of
sheared, delaminated lithospheric material (Figures 4d, 4f, and 4h). This is in contrast to the more uniform
flow field in models without grain size evolution (Figures 4a and 4b). However, the high plume spreading

Figure 4. Shape and dynamics of mantle plumes in dependence of grain size evolution, showing (left) viscosity and (right) grain size with
isolines at 100 and 150 K excess temperature. (a) Commonly used viscosity profile [Steinberger and Calderwood, 2006] with only diffusion
creep (SC2006 in supporting information Table S2). (b, c) Combined diffusion/dislocation rheology, but constant grain size for each mineral
phase (constantGS in supporting information Table S2). (d, e) Evolving grain size and grain-size-dependent rheology (reference in support-
ing information Table S2). (f, g) As in Figures 4d and 4e, but a lower diffusion creep activation volume of Vdiff 51:531026 m3=mol in the
lower mantle (LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 in supporting information Table S2). (h, i) As in Figures 4f and 4g, but faster lower mantle grain growth (see
supporting information section S2.3; faster-LM-grain-growth in supporting information Table S2). All parameters can be found in support-
ing information Tables S1 and S2.
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velocities in our models are consistent with the fast propagation and upwelling rates of plume head mate-
rial required to explain the observations of V-shaped ridges in Iceland [Ito, 2001; Jones et al., 2014; Martinez
and Hey, 2017]. Different parameters for the lower mantle grain growth or diffusion creep activation volume
do not change these general relations, and only influence the shape and timing of individual plumes. In
contrast to the material ascending in the plume tail, plume material spreading below the lithosphere does
not show such a strong shear localization at its edges (there is no ‘‘plug’’ flow, see supporting information
Figure S7). Strong deformation at the base of the lithosphere reduces grain sizes by a factor of 3 compared
to grain sizes in the spreading plume material, which leads to strong shear localization at the upper edge of
the plume. However, due to the induced small-scale convection, velocity gradients in the bottom part of
the plume are not as steep, and strain rates are similar to the ones in models with constant grain size.
3.3.2. Subducted Slabs
Not only the ascent of mantle plumes but also the dynamics of slabs is changed by a grain-size-dependent
rheology. In models without grain size evolution, the shape of slabs is mainly controlled by the slab viscosity
and the viscosity change across the 650 km discontinuity. Employing a viscosity formulation commonly
used for mantle convection [Steinberger and Calderwood, 2006] leads to internal deformation and thickening
of slabs when they reach the lower mantle, where they are slowed down by the higher ambient mantle vis-
cosity (Figure 5a). Considering diffusion and dislocation creep increases the viscosity contrast between the
inside and the edges of slabs, where the high strain rates weaken the material. Hence, slabs wriggle above
the 650 km discontinuity, deforming less internally, and instead displace surrounding material in the upper
mantle, also leading to a thickened slab in the lower mantle (Figure 5b).

In models with grain size evolution, two different effects compete: The grain size in subducted slabs is
reduced due to strong deformation and slow grain growth at low temperatures, which reduces their viscos-
ity. On the other hand, the low slab temperatures increase their viscosity. As long as slabs are still several
hundred degrees colder than the surrounding mantle, temperature has a much stronger influence than
grain size and slabs are several orders of magnitude more viscous. However, the feedback between high
strain rates, grain size reduction, and the implied viscosity reduction leads to low viscosities around slabs—
in a similar way as discussed in the previous section for the edges of mantle plumes. This effect allows for
fast downward movement of slabs in particular in the upper mantle and transition zone.

Due to the decomposition of ringwoodite to bridgmanite and ferropericlase when slabs enter the lower
mantle, they have the same small grain size as the surrounding (downwelling) material. This means that the
material moving downward with the slab has a lower viscosity than material that has remained in the lower
mantle for a longer time and has had time to grow larger grains. Hence, the mantle around slabs can be
deformed more easily, and the highly viscous slabs move faster than in models not considering grain size
evolution. The slabs displace the mantle around them instead of deforming internally, leading to the devel-
opment of large bends (Figures 5c–5h) instead of thickening.

This result could also explain why inversions for lateral viscosity variations [Yang and Gurnis, 2016] suggest a
lower or similar viscosity of subduction zones compared to the surrounding mantle at large scales
(�5000 km). Averaged over these large distances, the anomaly of the high-viscosity slab is compensated for
by the zone of reduced viscosity surrounding it.

Throughout their evolution in the lower mantle, grains grow more slowly inside of slabs and the grain size
difference to the surrounding material therefore becomes larger, while at the same time the temperature
difference decreases as the slab begins to thermally equilibrate (supporting information Figure S8). This
means that over time, the weakening effect of the small grain size becomes more important, and slabs
have lower viscosities compared to models without grain size evolution. When they reach the deep mantle,
they accumulate as large piles and mix with the surrounding mantle instead of flattening to a layer at the
core-mantle boundary. After some time, the competing effects of grain size and temperature cancel out,
and slabs might have the same viscosity as the adjacent mantle despite their lower temperatures.

The more detailed development of slabs is controlled by the parameters used in the creep and grain growth
laws. For a low diffusion creep activation volume in the lower mantle, there is almost no vertical viscosity
gradient in the lower mantle, but a strong viscosity contrast at 650 km depth. This leads to less bending of
the slab in the lower mantle, and a decoupling of the convection in the upper and lower mantle that allows
strong lateral displacements between these two layers, leading to sharply bent slabs in the transition zone,
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and sometimes even to slab break-off (Figures 5e and 5f). In contrast, a faster grain growth in the lower
mantle leads to strong lateral viscosity variations, with low viscosities in regions of downwellings (see sec-
tion 3.2). This means an even faster downward movement of slabs, which cross the transition to the lower
mantle almost vertically and form a diffuse pile at the core-mantle boundary (Figures 5g and 5h).

In summary, our models demonstrate that the dynamics of both slabs and plumes is strongly influenced by
an evolving grain size, revealing a different and more complex behavior than expected from conventional

Figure 5. Shape and dynamics of subducting slabs in dependence of grain size evolution, showing (left) viscosity and (right) grain size. (a)
Commonly used viscosity profile [Steinberger and Calderwood, 2006] with only diffusion creep (SC2006 in supporting information Table S2).
(b) Combined diffusion/dislocation rheology, but constant grain size for each mineral phase (constantGS in supporting information Table
S2). (c, d) Evolving grain size and grain-size-dependent rheology (reference in supporting information Table S2). (e, f) As in Figures 5c and
5d, but a lower diffusion creep activation volume of Vdiff 51:531026 m3=mol in the lower mantle (LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 in supporting information
Table S2). (g, h) As in Figures 5e and 5f, but faster lower mantle grain growth (see supporting information section S2.3; faster-LM-grain-
growth in supporting information Table S2). All parameters can be found in supporting information Tables S1 and S2.
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convection models. As grain size evolution influences both small-scale and large-scale processes, a variety
of plume and slab shapes can emerge in dependence of the viscous creep and grain growth parameters.
3.3.3. Dominant Deformation Mechanisms
In our models, the olivine, ringwoodite, and bridgmanite/periclase phase assemblages are predominantly in
the diffusion creep regime, whereas the wadsleyite phase is dominated by dislocation creep (Figure 6 and
supporting information Figure S4). This is a consequence of our input parameters: grain sizes are generally
close to the equilibrium grain size, which determines the dominant deformation mechanism (see support-
ing information section S5.1 and Figure 1). We note that these results derived from mineral physics data are
inconsistent with seismic data about the dominant deformation mechanism in the upper mantle: the pres-
ence of strong anisotropy in the upper mantle, in particular in the uppermost 250 km, is generally attributed
to lattice preferred orientation of anisotropic minerals, forming under the influence of dislocation creep
[Long and Becker, 2010; Maupin and Park, 2015, and references therein], which should therefore be the dom-
inant mechanism.

Figure 6. (left column) Dominant deformation mechanisms and (right column) deviation from the equilibrium grain size in mantle plumes
for all models with a composite rheology. (a, b) For the model without grain size evolution, this shows that assuming a constant grain size
can lead to values deviating from the equilibrium grain size by more than a factor of 10; (c-h) for the models with grain size evolution, this
shows in which regions modeling fully coupled grain size evolution (as opposed to using the equilibrium grain size) is important. Labels
are the same as in Figure 4.
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The reason for this discrepancy might be found in the small average grain sizes on the order of 2 mm pre-
dicted by the experimental data for olivine we use [Faul and Jackson, 2007], which leads to a dominance of
diffusion creep. In contrast, a previous study [Behn et al., 2009] obtained grain sizes of 10–20 mm, which fits
the seismic data well, and agrees with earlier studies finding that upper mantle grain sizes of 10 mm [Podo-
lefsky et al., 2004] or 5 mm [Becker et al., 2008] can explain the magnitude of seismic anisotropy. More details
can be found in supporting information section S5.1.

Comparing the dominant deformation mechanisms in models with grain size evolution (Figures 6c, 6e, and
6g and supporting information Figures S4c, S4e, and S4g) and in a model with a constant grain size (Figure
6a and supporting information Figure S4a) shows that an evolving grain size tends to decrease both the
length scales and the amplitudes of lateral variations in the ratio of diffusion to dislocation strain rate. If
grain growth and grain size reduction are fast compared to changes in the flow field, grain sizes are close to
the equilibrium grain size, which controls the dominant deformation mechanism (see Figure 1). Conversely,
in models with composite rheology and a constant grain size, the dominant deformation mechanism is
mainly determined by the strain rates: dislocation creep dominates more in regions where the strain rate is
high, such as the edges of plumes or the base of the lithosphere. This result has implications for predicting
seismic anisotropy from geodynamic models: our models with evolving grain sizes make it clear that the
dominant deformation mechanism depends mainly on the rheologic and grain growth parameters of each
given phase, and how fast strain rates change, as opposed to the magnitude of the strain rate. Models using
a composite rheology with constant grain size might therefore significantly overestimate or underestimate
the accumulated strain resulting from dislocation creep alone.

3.4. Anelastic Scaling Relationships in the Lower Mantle
We conducted a series of tests to ascertain whether the anelastic relationships of Jackson and Faul [2010]
calibrated to upper mantle conditions can be extrapolated to the whole mantle. The applicability of these
relationships is illustrated by good fits to the 1-D profile shapes (but not everywhere the absolute values) of
PREM VS, VP, and QL6 Ql in the upper mantle (Figure 7 and supporting information Figure S10). Here we
focus on only models with evolving grain size. Shallower than 650 km, we recover excellent fits to global
attenuation models when using preferred values of activation volume and relaxation strength

Figure 7. (left) Relative error for comparisons between seismological 1-D models and values predicted using relationships in section 2.3.4,
grid searching through values of lower mantle DB and V� for the faster-LM-grain-growth model (normalized to 100% at the minimum
value). The best fitting (preferred) parameters are DB � 0.1 and V� � 1.0 3 1026 m3/mol. (right) whole-mantle Ql and VS profiles for the
mantle. Blue curve: preferred DB and V� , with low-T absorption peak in upper mantle, but not in lower mantle; cyan curve: same as blue
curve but with no upper mantle absorption peak; and dashed grey curves: QL6 Ql [Durek and Ekstr€om, 1996] and PREM shear velocity,
respectively. See supporting information Figure S10 for all error maps.
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(V�51031026 m3/mol and DB51:04) from Jackson and Faul [2010], with the extended Burgers model that
includes a low-T peak. Specifically, we obtain a high-Ql lid, a low-Ql zone just below the lid (akin to models
of global asthenosphere), and a roughly constant Ql of �150 down to the base of the transition zone. The
subtle stepwise increases in Ql at the 410 and 520 km discontinuities arise from the change in activation
energy at these boundaries. This fine-scale structure is beyond the resolution of global Ql models at this
depth, but is not inconsistent with observations. In this depth range, the three evolving grain size models
have negligibly differing 1-D structure.

Ql in the deep Earth is poorly constrained, so we seek to reproduce the most well-resolved observations: a
sharp increase in Ql at the 650 km discontinuity and a roughly constant Ql of �350 throughout the lower
mantle [e.g., Widmer et al., 1991; Resovsky et al., 2005; Moulik, 2016]. Neither of these conditions is met by
extrapolating upper mantle V� and DB into the lower mantle for any of our models; instead there is a rapid
increase to almost-infinite Ql at the base of the transition zone. V� controls the pressure dependence of Ql,
while DB affects its overall scaling and hence the magnitude of the jump at 650 km.
3.4.1. Seismic Velocities and the Lower Mantle Absorption Peak
Our joint Ql and VS predictions place a constraint on the presence of a low-temperature absorption peak
throughout the mantle. This absorption peak (attributed to elastically accommodated grain boundary
sliding) is required in the upper mantle in order to match attenuation profiles above the transition zone
(Figure 7). The upper mantle misfit to QL6 increases by a factor of 3 when the peak is not included, for
the reference and faster-LM-grain-growth models. In the lower mantle, the temperature is sufficiently high
that the absorption peak lies above the seismic frequency band (>1 Hz) and does not affect the predicted
attenuation; Ql can be matched equally well with or without the presence of this peak. However, models
including an absorption peak underestimate lower mantle PREM shear velocities systematically, by
roughly 2%. This is because total modulus dispersion is a function of the integral of the absorption spec-
trum from infinite frequency down to the frequency of interest [Kanamori and Anderson, 1977; Minster
and Anderson, 1981; Takei et al., 2014], and so a high frequency peak noticeably decreases lower mantle
shear moduli. By comparison to PREM, we therefore rule out the presence of a significant absorption peak
beneath the transition zone. For the rest of our analysis, we therefore use a hybrid scaling relationship:
above the ringwoodite-bridgmanite transition, we include a low-T absorption peak, and below this depth
we have no such peak (section 3.5).

A small systematic difference between our results and PREM shear velocities is largely due to HeFESTo
anharmonic moduli underestimating PREM values (Figure 8). This discrepancy may arise from (a) our
assumption of a pyrolitic composition throughout or (b) the fact that our models may include higher upper
mantle temperatures than the real Earth (we assume a mantle potential temperature of 1600 K; published
values typically range from 1550 to 1670 K) [e.g., McKenzie et al., 2005; Herzberg et al., 2007; Courtier et al.,
2007; Putirka, 2008].
3.4.2. Lower Mantle Anelastic Parameters
We grid search through lower mantle V� and DB values, computing the weighted misfit to observed VSðzÞ
from PREM and QlðzÞ from QL6 [Durek and Ekstr€om, 1996] (Figure 7 and supporting information Figure
S10). QlðzÞ misfit in the 600–1000 km depth range is upweighted by 5 times to ensure preferred models
capture the well-constrained jump at 650 km. All models qualitatively fit Ql � 1 in the lithospheric lid; we
do not include misfits from depths shallower than 100 km. Since the goodness of fit to velocity models is
contingent on poorly constrained anharmonic moduli from HeFESTo, as well as assumed temperature and
simplified composition (section 3.4.1), VS misfit is downweighted by 2 times. In all cases, seismological pre-
dictions are computed using the output from the final time step of the dynamic model.

Upper mantle activation volumes (V� � 631026 m3/mol) produce far too high a gradient in lower mantle
QlðzÞ. Best fitting lower mantle V� is �1:231026 m3/mol for all 3 tested models (supporting information
Table S4). QlðzÞ in the Earth is observed to evince negligible, or even negative, gradients with depth [Resov-
sky et al., 2005; Widmer et al., 1991; Durek and Ekstr€om, 1996], requiring a weak pressure dependency of
attenuation. Our preferred value of V�5 1:231026 m3/mol for the faster-LM-grain-growth model yields
excellent fits to 1-D VSðzÞ and QlðzÞ profiles (Figure 7). We find that this low value of V� is primarily con-
trolled by the approximate constancy of Ql in the lower mantle and is insensitive to systematic shifts in
lower mantle grain size (supporting information Figure S9 and supporting information Table S4).
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It is not possible to replicate the increase in Ql at the 650 km discontinuity if there is no corresponding
decrease in DB from upper mantle values (1.04). We find that a reduction in DB to <0.1 achieves the
observed step in Ql (supporting information Table S4). The slightly higher preferred value for the faster-LM-
grain-growth model (0.08 10:01

20:03 versus 0.06 10:01
20:03 for the reference and LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 models) arises because

of �3.5 times larger grains in the lower mantle compared to other models. We tested the consequence of
assuming larger grain size in the lower mantle and found that best fitting DB would increase, from 0.04 to
0.4 as grain size varies from 1025 to 1022 m (supporting information Figure S9 and supporting information
Table S4). By computing equilibrium grain size, we resolve this trade-off, and constrain lower mantle DB.

Figure 8. VS and Ql profiles for three models with evolving grain size, showing one standard deviation about the mean (white) at each depth (darker color) and the maximum/minimum
bounds at each depth (lighter color). The estimates of VS are calculated at 1 Hz while accounting for physical dispersion. Histograms of the distribution of 1000/Ql are provided at a
depth of 120 and 1700 km (dashed lines). Values of Ql from QL6 (red), anharmonic VS from HeFESTo (red), and VS at 1 Hz from PREM (dashed red) are also plotted for comparison.
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The reduction in DB implies that for perovskite, the relaxed shear modulus is not much diminished com-
pared to the unrelaxed value.

3.5. Wave Speed and Ql Distributions and Heterogeneity Spectrum
The full profiles of shear velocity and Ql reveal interesting differences between the three models with
evolving grain size (Figure 8 and supporting information Figure S11). Since each model is contingent on
boundary conditions, and does not attempt to simulate the real Earth, here we discuss statistical character-
istics of each model and their comparison to Earth models. As expected, there is generally much greater
absolute variance in Ql than in VS at all depths in the models, with horizontal perturbations of up to 2
orders of magnitude for the former standing in contrast to 65% variations in the latter. For each of these
profiles, we use preferred values for DB and V� (supporting information Table S4) to compute lower mantle
anelasticity. Since these preferred values are estimated by minimizing misfit to global 1-D Ql models, it is
no surprise that the average attenuation and velocity profiles look similar between models.

However, interesting distinctions stand out. The faster-LM grain-growth model evinces a relatively narrower
range of Ql values at every depth within the lower mantle than the other two models. This feature reflects
the faster growth rates in this model, as small grains within descending slabs more rapidly ripen toward the
equilibrium grain size at each depth, despite the cold temperatures.

Both reference and LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 profiles evince a very broad maximum in Ql in the �1800–2700 km depth
range that arises from a buildup of incompletely settled cold, high-Ql slab material close to the base of the
mantle. In the faster-LM-grain-growth model, by contrast, this Ql maximum is diminished and more con-
fined to deeper depths (�2400–2700 km), reflecting more mature slab settling toward the core-mantle
boundary. The faster grain growth accentuates gradients in strain rate (section 3.3.2), leading to more rapid
slab breakup and thermal reworking (Figures 5g and 5h).

A modest underestimate in Ql over the 650–1100 km depth range for the reference and LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 mod-
els results from the inability of models with slow lower mantle grain growth to match simultaneously the
increase in Ql across the base of the transition zone and the average values of Ql in the uppermost lower
mantle (section 3.4).

All three models have very similar average Ql profiles in the upper mantle, the histograms show that the
LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 model has a slightly broader distribution of attenuation values at 120 km depth, for reasons
that are not readily apparent. At 1700 km depth, we note that both reference and LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 models
have some subset of negligibly attenuating regions where 1000/Ql � 1. These low attenuation regions do
not appear in the faster-LM-grain-growth model, because in this model slabs sink down to the core-mantle
boundary faster, and slab material accumulates predominantly in the lowermost 500 km of the mantle (see
Figure 5).

The velocity profiles are, in aggregate, determined by the temperature structure, which is similar between
the three models. Nonetheless, in detail the faster-LM-grain-growth model has a larger peak-to-peak velocity
heterogeneity than the reference and LM-Vdiff 1.5e-6 models (supporting information Figure S11), which
have more modest and consistent velocity deviations. This is most pronounced in the lower mantle and
might arise from the faster-LM-grain-growth model having faster slab descent (so colder temperature min-
ima) coupled with greater mixing (and hence wider temperature gradients). Over longer time scales and
accounting for 3-D structure, the differences in rheology between the models (section 3.2) would likely pro-
duce more extensive differences in, for instance, the volume and morphology of subducted material.

4. Discussion

4.1. Geodynamics
We have shown that an evolving grain size that influences mantle rheology has a strong effect on the vis-
cosity structure of the mantle and on the dynamics of mantle convection. In particular, we demonstrate
that viscosity variations in the mantle are stronger than expected from models assuming a constant grain
size. This result is in contrast to previous studies, which predicted that an evolving grain size would
reduce—instead of increase—lateral viscosity variations [Gli�sović et al., 2015]. Because they infer grain size
only from present-day temperatures, they find that regions with high (low) temperatures always feature
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large (small) grain sizes, which is not necessarily the case in dynamically evolving models (see for example,
supporting information Figure S8).

Our conclusion has notable implications for constraints on mantle viscosities that are based on geodynamic
models, and for stirring and mixing of material in the mantle. As the viscosity profiles for the Earth’s mantle
can be derived from observations only with significant uncertainties, geodynamic modeling studies of sub-
duction zones have been conducted to constrain the viscosity jump between the transition zone and the
lower mantle, with an inferred viscosity contrast of approximately 5–10 [Quinteros et al., 2010]. If grain size
growth is not negligible in the lower mantle, lateral viscosity variations are strong even in the lower mantle,
and these viscosity jump estimates are only valid for the location of the subducting slab and its immediate
surroundings. However, this region is where the viscosity contrast between upper and lower mantle is
smallest: as the amount of downwelling material is much larger than the thermal/chemical anomaly of the
slab itself, there is a wide influence zone around the slab where material crosses the 650 km phase transi-
tions and grains are decomposed so that the grain size is small. The viscosity contrast between upper and
lower mantle is much higher in regions where material has been in the lower mantle for a longer time (and
hence grain sizes are larger), in particular, in our model with fast grain growth in the lower mantle, it is up
to a factor of 50 higher in regions of upwellings (compared to downwellings). This could imply that in some
regions, the viscosity contrast between upper and lower mantle is bigger than a factor of 100, up to the
point where flow in the upper and lower mantle becomes decoupled, and only plumes and slabs penetrate
through this barrier.

The same considerations should be taken into account when inferring lower mantle viscosities from slab
sinking speeds. C�ızkov�a et al. [2012] derive lower mantle depth average viscosities of 3–5 31022 Pa s using
this method. In our models, however, mantle viscosity surrounding plumes is up to an order higher com-
pared to the viscosity of the mantle around sinking slabs, indicating significantly higher average lower man-
tle viscosities.

We have shown that grain size reduction due to decomposition reactions, coupled with slow grain growth
in cold slabs, results in fine-grained slabs descending through the lower mantle. This phenomenon can sub-
stantially weaken slabs that would otherwise have higher viscosity (see Figures 5g and 5h), and due to the
effects of grain size, slabs might have the same viscosity as the adjacent mantle even if they are still 200 K
colder (supporting information Figure S8). As the smaller grain size in slabs results from lower temperatures
(and slower grain growth) over their entire history in the lower mantle, subducted material might even
become weaker than the surrounding mantle once it is thermally equilibrated (but while grains are still
small). As a consequence of this weakening, slab material could mix into the deep mantle much faster than
predicted in conventional mantle convection simulations, and be entrained in mantle plumes more easily.

The effect of grain size on rheology also has implications for the material transport in plumes: grain size
evolution enhances the localization of deformation at the edges of plumes, with relatively uniform velocities
in the interior of plume tails, similar to plug flow (and opposed to Poiseuille flow, where the velocity profile
is a parabola), so there is only negligible internal deformation in plumes. This means that heterogeneities
entrained at the base of the mantle, possibly leading to a chemically zoned plume tail, can be preserved
more easily and might be visible in the composition of hot spot tracks at the surface [Farnetani et al., 2012],
such as observed for example, for Hawaii, Samoa, and Marquesas [Weis et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2011].

Our constraints on grain growth parameters offer insights into the stability of antipodal large low shear
velocity provinces (LLSVPs), a dominantly long-wavelength (degree 2) feature in the lowermost mantle [e.g.,
Dziewonski et al., 2010]. While there exists broad consensus on the detection of LLSVPs [e.g., Lekić et al.,
2012], their thermochemical nature remains a subject of debate [e.g., Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Masters et al.,
2000; Davies et al., 2012; French and Romanowicz, 2015]. If LLSVPs are dense, stable piles in the lowermost
mantle, as has been suggested recently [e.g., Moulik and Ekstr€om, 2016; Garnero et al., 2016], and have high
temperatures, grains in these piles would potentially grow faster than in the average mantle and would
have a long time to grow. Assuming that there are no phase transitions present within the piles (due to the
high temperatures, which would move the transition from perovskite to post-perovskite to higher pressures
than present in the mantle), and that grain pinning does not arise from secondary phases associated with
the compositional heterogeneity, this would mean that LLSVPs would also be large grain size provinces. In
addition to the effect on seismic velocities discussed in section 4.2.2, this could also affect the stability of
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these dense piles. Generally, it is assumed that material in the LLSVPs has a much lower viscosity than the
surrounding mantle due to its higher temperature. A large grain size could reduce this effect: assuming the
same rheologic parameters we used for our geodynamic models, an LLSVP with a temperature excess of
500 K would have a more than 30 times lower viscosity if it had the same grain size as the adjacent mantle.
However, after only 50 Ma the viscosity contrast would still be a factor of 20 when assuming the slow grain
growth used in the reference model, but would only be a factor of 5 for the faster-LM-grain-growth parame-
ters. As the viscosity contrast between the pile and the mantle can have a strong effect on entrainment and
mixing of material [Manga, 1996; Li and McNamara, 2013], constraining the grain size within LLSVPs could
be an important step for modeling the development and evolution of heterogeneities in the mantle.

4.2. Seismology
4.2.1. Extrapolation to Lower Mantle Conditions
Laboratory limitations currently preclude deformation experiments at lower mantle conditions. The parame-
ters which circumscribe deep mantle anelasticity are unknown from direct experimental data and poorly
constrained by geodynamic models. Our ability to produce reasonable predictions for lower mantle attenu-
ation provides indirect evidence for the ubiquity of a broadband HTB absorption band [e.g., Cooper, 2002;
Jackson and Faul, 2010; McCarthy et al., 2011; McMillan et al., 2003]. Our results also suggest that the high-
pressure phase assemblage of the lower mantle has a proportionally higher relaxed modulus than upper
mantle rocks (lower DB) and lower activation volume (V�). If the lower mantle Ql were greater (lower) than
QL6 [e.g., Hwang and Ritsema, 2011], we would recover similar V� but a slightly higher (lower) DB in the
lower mantle; substantial contrast with the upper mantle values would persist.

A drop in V� across the upper-lower mantle boundary is predicted on purely theoretical grounds [Sammis
et al., 1977] and is independently supported by satellite observations [Ivins et al., 1993]. Our estimate of V�

places quantitative bounds on the thermodynamic parameter Vdiff that is key to geodynamic modeling,
assuming the dominance of diffusionally accommodated anelastic processes. Note that the V� � 1:2 31026

m3/mol we obtain from seismological arguments agrees well with the Vdiff51:5 31026 m3/mol used in our
dynamical model that achieved the most realistic depth dependence of viscosity [cf. Steinberger and Calder-
wood, 2006]. We model a constant V�, but in fact it is likely to decrease with increasing pressure in the lower
mantle [Poirier and Liebermann, 1984]. Our constant value can be taken as an average across that pressure
range. The effect of incorporating a lower mantle negative gradient in V� would be to reduce the increase
in viscosity (and Ql) with depth.

We find that the faster-LM-grain-growth provides marginally better overall fits than the reference model (sup-
porting information Figure S11 and errors in supporting information Table S4). The slower grain growth in
the reference model results in �3.5 times smaller grain size throughout the lower mantle. Since the grain
sizes are so small, no value of V� can offset the pressure dependency of attenuation without resulting in
smaller-than-observed Ql in the mid-lower mantle. While the statistical significance of the difference in
overall weighted fits is yet to be determined, our results hint that faster lower mantle grain growth is more
easily compatible with observed seismic parameters and support our revised assessment of experimental
high-pressure grain growth rate data (section 2.2).

Our models show that due to the substantial changes in rheologic and grain growth parameters across
phase transitions, phase regions in the mantle transition zone can be dominated by one deformation mech-
anism. Using the input parameters in our study, the wadsleyite phase region primarily deforms by disloca-
tion creep (Figure 3), with potential implications for producing transition zone seismic anisotropy through a
crystallographic preferred orientation that results from time-integrated deformation.

We have argued that a high frequency absorption peak does not apply in the lower mantle. The experimen-
tally observed relaxation strength for olivine due to elastically accommodated grain boundary sliding is
small. Since our modeling indicates that the relaxation strength of the absorption band (DB) for bridgmanite
is much smaller than for olivine, it is consistent that the relaxation due to elastically accommodated grain
boundary sliding (putatively DP) should also be negligible for the lower mantle.

In each of the models with evolving grain size, we observe a buildup of cold, high-Ql slab material in the
lower �1000 km of the mantle. Although our models ran for limited model time, this feature may represent
an equilibrium state. While several 1-D mantle attenuation models (including QL6, used to optimize our
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lower mantle fitting parameters) show roughly constant lower mantle Ql [e.g., Widmer et al., 1991; Resovsky
et al., 2005; Moulik, 2016], others include a broad Ql maximum in the lowermost mantle [Hwang and Rit-
sema, 2011; Lawrence and Wysession, 2006]. Our work provides a potential explanation for this high-Ql

region as a slab ‘‘graveyard’’ in the lowermost mantle.
4.2.2. Do We Underestimate Thermal Gradients From Seismic Tomography?
Seismological observations provide the most detailed proxy measurements of the Earth’s interior physical
state. Community efforts to map the 3-D velocity and attenuation structure of Earth’s mantle have the
explicit goal of elucidating temperature and composition, for comparison with other geophysical and geo-
chemical constraints. However, grain size variations impede a one-to-one mapping from imaged velocities
to inferred temperatures [Karato, 1993]. The assumption of grain size constancy can lead to systematic mis-
interpretation of velocities if grain size is related to temperature.

Our models show that, in general, slabs are cold and consequently have slow grain growth and smaller
grains. Their lower temperature results in higher anharmonic velocities compared to their surroundings, but
their small grains accentuate the anelastic effects, slightly depressing effective wave speeds. The net effect
is that the slab is only moderately faster than its surroundings. Typically, we assume that a moderately fast
velocity implies a moderately cold slab. However, this would be an underestimate of its thermal state; the
slab is in fact substantially cooler then its surroundings but the grain size buffers the temperature effect.
Our calculations show that using a constant average grain size in the upper mantle would lead to discrep-
ancies of up to 2% in DVS=VS (Figure 9).

The opposite argument works for plumes. Since plumes have high temperatures but large grains, a simple
mapping from velocity to temperature would understate their true temperature excess. However, the grain-
size effects are weaker due to the lower absolute values of differential plume temperatures compared to
their surroundings (<0:5%DVS=VS in our model). In Figure 9, we used the ‘‘true’’ median model grain size for
the upper mantle (�1:43 mm) for the constant grain size comparison. If one were to use a wholly inappro-
priate grain size when interpreting observed velocity heterogeneity, the systematic overestimate/underesti-
mate of temperature variation would likely be even greater than the discrepancies shown here.

The overall consequence is that global seismic models will have a smaller range in velocities than would be
the case without grain size variation. Standard interpretations of velocities in terms of temperature alone
omit the substantial contributions from grain size. The implication is that we may have to re-evaluate the
true range of temperature heterogeneity in the Earth’s mantle, especially in regions with strong variations
in grain size and temperature. This effect could be less important in the mid-mantle since the overall atten-
uation is low (high Ql), such that the additional effect of grain size does not contribute substantially to the
variation in seismic velocities.

This conclusion is important in the context of discussions about the temperature anomaly associated with
LLSVPs. Given seismic data coverage, previous workers have suggested that the �2.5% slow dVS=VS [e.g.,
Ritsema et al., 1999; Moulik and Ekstr€om, 2014; French and Romanowicz, 2014] in these structures implies a
1000 K [Schuberth et al., 2009] thermal contrast to ambient mantle. Absent grain size differences, for this
temperature anelastic processes would reduce LLSVP Ql to �90 (from �360), lowering VS in these struc-
tures by a further 1.0% compared to ambient mantle. Large grains grown within long-lived LLSVPs (section
4.1) would markedly buffer the effect of temperature on velocity: 2 orders of magnitude larger grains would
offset approximately 250 K of excess temperature. In this case, these structures could be hotter than previ-
ously considered, requiring even greater compositional density to stabilize them against convection on
long time scales [Moulik and Ekstr€om, 2016; Garnero et al., 2016, and references therein]. On the other hand,
the ‘‘ultra low velocity zones’’ [McNamara et al., 2010] at the margins of LLSVPs may be particularly slow
because they could contain small grains due to high strain rates and localized deformation at the boundary
of the high-viscosity LLSVPs.

4.3. Uncertainties
There are different sources of uncertainties in our models: the rheology and grain growth parameters (see
supporting information section S6.1), the geodynamic model assumptions (see supporting information sec-
tion S6.2), and the seismological parameterizations (see supporting information section S6.3). Experimen-
tally derived rheological and grain growth parameters relevant to the mantle have large uncertainties, in
part because of the difficulty of conducting deformation experiments at high pressures and partly because
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of the large extrapolation in strain rate between experiments and the Earth. In addition, variations in chem-
istry cause changes in both rheology and grain size parameters. These uncertainties in the experimental
data also limit the interpretation of our geodynamic models. As the model complexity made a compre-
hensive search of the parameter space infeasible, and we only studied thermal (as opposed to thermo-
chemical) convection, our predictions for the influence of grain size evolution on the dynamics of the
Earth’s mantle remain mainly qualitative. In addition, we have made a number of assumptions in extrapo-
lating laboratory results to the Earth, in particular assuming that the constitutive form of the anelastic
scaling relationship holds throughout the mantle. However, despite our relatively simplistic approach, we
obtain good qualitative fits to upper mantle velocity and attenuation profiles, and highly reasonable fits
to robust aspects of lower mantle Ql structure, consistent with prior mineralogical expectations and
dynamical constraints.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

We have studied the influence of grain size evolution on mantle dynamics, seismic velocities, and attenua-
tion, using available constraints from mineral physics. Feedback between seismology and geodynamics is
used to iteratively improve both modeling schemes in a self-consistent fashion. Our models demonstrate
that an evolving grain size drastically affects the dynamics of mantle convection and the viscosity structure
of the mantle, and is important for the shape of upwellings and downwellings. Predicting seismically
observed parameters from the output of geodynamic models allows us to resolve trade-offs between tem-
perature and grain size in controlling the anelastic behavior of rocks. Our key findings inform the thermo-
chemical interpretations of several seismically observed features in the Earth’s mantle.

Dynamically evolving grain size in mantle convection models leads to strong lateral viscosity contrasts in
the mantle. In the upper mantle, lateral viscosity variations of 6 orders of magnitude result from grain size
alone. In the lower mantle, grain size is controlled by how long material has resided there, and viscosity

Figure 9. Shear velocity and attenuation in extreme temperature regions of the upper mantle, accounting for grain size. (top) Differential
temperature (DT ) field (relative to average at each depth) in a thin slice through (left) a plume and (right) a slab in the faster-LM-grain-
growth model. (middle) Differential VS (relative to model average at that depth) against DT for the same region assuming constant upper
mantle grain size of 1.43 3 1023 m (grey points and black line on scale bar) contrasted with variable grain size computed in the model
(colored points). (bottom) Ql against DT for the same set of points.
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contrasts between ‘‘old’’ and ‘‘young’’ material of the same temperature can easily reach an order of
magnitude.

Positive feedback between grain size reduction and viscosity reduction results in shear localization, for
example, at the edges of mantle plumes and in a low-viscosity layer at the base of the lithosphere. Hence,
viscosity at the edges of thermal plumes is lower than within the plume tail centers, despite lower tempera-
tures. As a consequence, the velocity in the interior of the plume is relatively uniform, suggesting only mini-
mal mixing of material.

Low temperatures and high stresses in and near to slabs result in small grain sizes, which lead to higher
seismic attenuation (lower Ql) than expected, and make slabs weaker than predicted in conventional man-
tle convection models. Slab material can have the same viscosity as the surrounding mantle despite lower
temperatures, and mixing is faster than in models without grain size evolution.

Lower mantle seismic observations place constraints on physical properties not yet constrained by high-
pressure experiments. We find support for a lower activation volume (V� � 1026 m3/mol) and relaxation
strength (DB < 0:1) in the lower mantle. Preferred lower mantle activation volumes obtained independently
from geodynamical (1.5e-6 m3/mol) and seismological (1.2e-6 m3/mol) considerations agree extremely well,
corroborating ideas about diffusional processes at high pressure. The model with faster-LM-grain-growth
provided the best qualitative fits to globally averaged 1-D velocity and attenuation profiles, supporting geo-
dynamic arguments for faster growth rates in the lower mantle.

An anelastic treatment of seismic observables provides an additional tool to analyze and quantitatively
compare geodynamic models. We have generated velocity and shear attenuation maps from the geody-
namic model outputs, enabling statistical comparisons of the models. In the lower mantle, the faster-LM-
grain-growth has a smaller range of Ql and larger high-dVS regions than models with slow grain growth,
likely because of the smaller lag times for grain size evolution. The thermal gradients in the upper mantle
inferred from seismic tomography are potentially underestimated in regions with strong thermal and grain
size variations (e.g., plumes and slabs).
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